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Unshaken: Building A Rock-Solid Testimony
Popular speaker Hank Smith bases his latest talk on this quote from President Dieter F. Uchtdorf: “A personal testimony of the gospel and the Church is the most important thing you can earn in this life.” Using his trademark humor, illuminating stories, and examples from the scriptures, Brother Smith shares the keys to building a testimony that will remain rock-solid against the pressures and distracting voices of the world.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is probably one of my all-time favorite CDs of Hank Smith, and I think we have now purchased all of them. Don’t pass this one up - it is fantastic and focuses on testimony and how important it is to keep it strong.

LOVE everything Hank Smith does. But I think this cd is my favorite. If you have youth in your home then this CD is a must. My teenagers LOVE listening to Hank Smith. He is so entertaining. He can have you laughing and filled with the spirit in the same moment.

Hank Smith is a popular LDS youth speaker but honestly I don’t know who enjoys his talks more, my husband and I or our kids! It’s a close one. Unshaken is about building your personal testimony in our Savior Jesus Christ and accepting his gospel, the sacrifices we make in the process of putting Him first and the blessings that come when we do. We’ve loved the discussions we have had with our children about what touched them and the insights they had. Hank Smith talks are often quoted during dinner time discussions at our house.
If you are thinking about purchasing a Hank Smith CD but aren't sure, just do it! You will not be disappointed! My husband and teenager both grumbled when I inserted the CD. They didn't know who this Hank Smith guys is and they weren't excited about listening to a church CD! I ignored them and I'm glad I did. By the end my husband was asking me if he could borrow it for a lesson he was planning and my daughter was laughing hysterically the entire CD! I personally relate so much better to things geared toward teenagers (who doesn't right? Lol) so I myself loved it too!

My family and I have all of Hank's cds. This is definitely one of my most favorite. I love how he uses humor and great story telling skills, then brings it all together and packages it up with inspired clarity how it ties in with gospel truths.He has a way of encouraging teens and parents to talk with each other, openly and honestly, WITHOUT the guilt or conflict.

Just listened to this cd while driving as a family for spring break! After kids listened to every cd in hanks collection this past year the kids were excited for his newest one!! and it did not Disapoint! I have been pondering his cd all week! It has changed my focus to my foundation and my families foundation! Thank u Hank for blessings it entire family!! Thank u Sooo Much!!

I sent this to my daughter while she was in another country for 18 months serving a church mission. She loved it, and we have all listened to it many times over. It is so positive and helpful to someone trying to stay firm in their faith!

Very insightful and inspirational talk on CD. Our family loves listing to these great messages. We have had this CD since Christmas of 2015 and have enjoyed it many times, in the home and on the road.
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